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(54) HISTORY MANAGEMENT METHOD

(57) When a first member transmits information on a
network, a converted first hash code which includes a
member ID of the thirst member is given. When a second
member further transmits and diffuses the information
transmitted from the first member, the converted previous
first hash code which includes the member ID of the first
member is associated with a converted second hash
code which includes a member ID of the second member.
When the still other member accesses the information
transmitted by the second member, the second member
is specified from the second hash code and the first mem-
ber is specified from the first hash code associated with
the second hash code.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a history man-
agement method of managing a history of diffusing infor-
mation of advertisement, for example, on a network such
as Internet.

Background Art

[0002] Recently, with a spread of Internet, a purchase
of goods on Internet has been recognized as a general
transaction form, and an advertising on Internet has been
established. The advertising on Internet includes an ad-
vertising system referred to as an affiliate advertising as
disclosed in Patent Document 1, for example. The affili-
ate advertising indicates an advertising system that an
opener of a homepage or a blog posts a banner adver-
tisement of a merchandise or a service which the opener
intends to introduce at his/her webpage, and when a
reader clicks the banner advertisement and visits a sell-
ing site of an advertiser, thereby buying goods, for ex-
ample, a result reward is paid by the advertiser to the site
opener posting the banner advertisement.

Prior Art Documents

Patent Documents

[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Applica-
tion Laid-Open No. 2009-116629 Summary

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] In the meanwhile, today when Internet is widely
spread and mobile phones including a smartphone deep-
ly penetrate, a service, referred to as a social networking
service (SNS), of connecting individuals via Internet has
also been spread. Since information is basically trans-
mitted to related acquaintances in SNS, when advertise-
ment information is transmitted via SNS, goods, for ex-
ample, are introduced between the acquaintances by so-
called word of mouth, and furthermore, a transmission
speed is much faster than a traditional word-of-mouth
communication, thus the word-of-mouth communication
via SNS can be a significantly fascinating method from
a standpoint of the advertiser.
[0005] However, there has been conventionally no
system of using the word-of-mouth communication via
the network such as SNS for publicity and advertising.
In order to use SNS, for example, for publicity and ad-
vertising, it is preferable to not only pay the reward to the
person who has posted the banner advertisement such
as the affiliate advertising but also establishing a system
which enables a plurality of persons, which have medi-
ated the transmission of the advertisement information,
to receive some reward. A technique of managing a his-

tory of diffusing advertisement information, for example,
on the network such as Internet is necessary to achieve
the system.
[0006] The present invention therefore has been made
to solve problems as described above, and it is an object
of the present invention to provide a history management
method which enables a tracing and grasp of a history
of transmitting information on a network.

Means to Solve the Problem

[0007] In order to solve the above problems, according
to a first aspect of the present invention, a history man-
agement method of managing a history of diffusing infor-
mation on a network includes: a first hash code genera-
tion step of making a hash code generation server gen-
erate a first hash code from an identification code of a
first member and an identification code of predetermined
information when the first member transmits the prede-
termined information via a network, and give the first hash
code to an address of the predetermined information on
the network to describe the address and the first hash
code in the predetermined information; a first access
management step of making an access management
server, when a second member accesses the predeter-
mined information in response to the transmission from
the first member, specify the identification code of the
first member and the identification code of the predeter-
mined information from the first hash code; a second
hash code generation step of making the hash code gen-
eration server generate a second hash code from an
identification code of the second member and the iden-
tification code of the predetermined information when the
second member further transmits the predetermined in-
formation received from the first member via the network,
give the second hash code to the address of the prede-
termined information on the network to describe the ad-
dress and the second hash code in the predetermined
information, and associate the first hash code with the
second hash code to register the first hash code and the
second hash code in a hash code history database; and
a second access management step of making the access
management server, when a third member accesses the
predetermined information in response to the transmis-
sion from the second member, specify the identification
code of the second member and the identification code
of the predetermined information from the second hash
code, obtain the first hash code associated with the sec-
ond hash code from the hash code history database, and
specify the identification code of the first member from
the first hash code.
[0008] According to a second aspect, in the history
management method according to the first embodiment,
in the first access management step, a point is given to
the second member who has accessed the predeter-
mined information and the first member specified from
the first hash code, and in the second access manage-
ment step, a point is given to the third member who has
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accessed the predetermined information, the second
member specified from the second hash code, and the
first member specified from the first hash code.
[0009] According to a third aspect, in the history man-
agement method according to the first or second embod-
iment, when the third member accesses the predeter-
mined information, accompanying information transmit-
ted by the first member and the second member in ac-
companying information transmitted in association with
the predetermined information is displayed in priority to
another accompanying information.

Effects of the Invention

[0010] According to the history management method
according to the first to third embodiments, the first hash
code is associated with the second hash code, thus when
the third member accesses the predetermined informa-
tion, the first member and the second member who are
information transmission paths can be specified, and the
history of transmitting the information on the network can
be traced and grasped.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0011]

[Fig. 1] A drawing illustrating an example of a system
establishment for executing a history management
method according to the present invention.
[Fig. 2] A flow chart illustrating a procedure of man-
aging a transmission history of advertisement infor-
mation and giving a point in a system in Fig. 1.
[Fig. 3] A flow chart illustrating a procedure of man-
aging a transmission history of advertisement infor-
mation and giving a point in the system in Fig. 1.
[Fig. 4] A drawing illustrating an example of a mem-
ber information management database.
[Fig. 5] A drawing illustrating an example of an ad-
vertisement management database.
[Fig. 6] A drawing illustrating an example of adver-
tisement information transmitted by a member.
[Fig. 7] A drawing illustrating an example of an ac-
cess management database.
[Fig. 8] A drawing illustrating an example of a hash
code history database.

Description of Embodiment(s)

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention are de-
scribed in detail hereinafter with reference to drawings.
[0013] Fig. 1 is a drawing illustrating an example of a
system establishment for executing a history manage-
ment method according to the present invention. This
system indicates a system of paying a reward in a form
of a point to a person which has transmitted the adver-
tisement information by SNS or e-mail, for example, via
a network.

[0014] Members A, B, and C are members registered
in this system. Each of the members A, B, and C has an
information terminal such as a personal computer, a tab-
let, a smartphone which can be connected to an internet
1.
[0015] Each of a member and advertisement manage-
ment server 10, an access management server 20, an
advertisement publication server 30, and a point man-
agement server 40 connected to the internet 1 includes
a typical computer system. That is to say, each server
includes a CPU which is a circuit to perform various types
of arithmetic processing, a ROM which is a read-only
memory to store a basic program, a RAM which is a read-
able/writable memory to store various types of informa-
tion, and a magnetic disk which stores control software
or data. The member and advertisement management
server 10 stores a member information management da-
tabase 11 and an advertisement management database
12 in the magnetic disk. The access management server
20 stores an access management database 21 and a
hash code history database 22 in the magnetic disk. The
CPU of each server executes a predetermined process-
ing program, and each server thereby performs process-
ing specific to each server. Specific contents of the
processing performed by each server are further de-
scribed hereinafter.
[0016] Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are flow charts each illustrating
a procedure of managing a transmission history of ad-
vertising information and giving a point in the system in
Fig. 1. Prior to the processing procedure, a plurality of
members have been registered in the system described
above. The member registration is performed by inputting
a necessary item in accordance with a predetermined
entry form from an entry guidance site of the member
and advertisement management server 10, for example.
The registered member information is registered in the
member information management database 11 held by
the member and advertisement management server 10.
[0017] Fig. 4 is a drawing illustrating an example of the
member information management database 11. In this
example, four members of A, B, C, and D are registered
in the member information management database 11. A
member ID is individually allocated to each member, and
is registered in the member information management da-
tabase 11. That is to say, the member ID is an identifi-
cation code uniquely allocated to each registered mem-
ber. For example, a member ID "P0001" is allocated to
the member A, and a member ID "P0002" is allocated to
the member B. An address, a state (whether the member
is active or has withdrawn), and an acquired point, for
example, are registered in the member information man-
agement database 11.
[0018] The advertisement information which is to be
distributed is previously made by an advertiser. The
member and advertisement management server 10
holds the advertisement management database 12 for
managing the advertisement information. Fig. 5 is a draw-
ing illustrating an example of the advertisement manage-
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ment database 12. An advertisement ID is individually
allocated to each piece of distributable advertisement in-
formation, and is registered in the advertisement man-
agement database 12. That is to say, the advertisement
ID is an identification code uniquely allocated to each
piece of registered advertisement information. A total
number of given points and a distribution period of the
advertisement, for example, are also registered in the
advertisement management database 12. A different ad-
vertisement ID is allocated to the advertisement informa-
tion which has the same contents but has a different dis-
tribution period. For example, as is registered in a first
line and a second line of the advertisement management
database 12 in Fig. 5, an advertisement ID "A0001" is
allocated to the advertisement information which has the
same contents but has an earlier distribution period, and
an advertisement ID "A0006" is allocated to the adver-
tisement information which has the later distribution pe-
riod. Contents of the advertisement information them-
selves (a video to advertise goods, for example) are
stored in an appropriate site (a site of the advertiser, for
example).
[0019] A transmission of the advertisement information
is started when the member A firstly transmits one piece
of advertisement information registered in the advertise-
ment management database 12 via the internet 1 (Step
S1). The member A transmits the advertisement infor-
mation using SNS such as Facebook (registered trade-
mark) or LINE (registered trademark) or e-mail. In the
present embodiment, the member A transmits advertise-
ment information "Ad A" which has the earlier distribution
period (referred to as "the prior Ad A" hereinafter). The
member A is not a specific member but is an optional
member which has been registered.
[0020] When the member transmits the advertisement
information, the advertisement publication server 30 gen-
erates a hash code (Step S2). That is to say, the adver-
tisement publication server 30 functions as a hash code
generation server. The hash code indicates a code with
fixed length obtained by a predetermined arithmetic
processing from original data. The advertisement publi-
cation server 30 generates the hash code from the ID of
the member who is a source of the advertisement infor-
mation and the ID of the advertisement information which
is to be transmitted. In the example described above, the
advertisement publication server 30 performs the prede-
termined arithmetic processing on a combination of
"P0001" which is the member ID of the member A who
is the source and "A0001" which is the advertisement ID
of the advertisement information "prior Ad A" which is to
be transmitted, thereby generating a hash code
"a5XOan7b". A specific algorithm of the arithmetic
processing may be appropriately performed by connect-
ing a character string and replacing a character one by
one or switching an order of the characters, for example.
However, since the hash code generation of the present
embodiment is the arithmetic processing of uniquely ob-
taining the hash code from the original data, the member

ID of the member who is the source and the advertise-
ment ID of the advertisement information which is to be
transmitted, which are the original data, can be obtained
from the hash code by a reverse conversion.
[0021] Subsequently, the advertisement publication
server 30 gives the generated hash code to an address
of the contents of the advertisement information which
is to be transmitted on the internet 1, that is to say, a
uniform resource locator (URL) of the contents of the
advertisement information. Then, the advertisement pub-
lication server 30 describes the URL of the contents of
the advertisement information to which the hash code is
given in the advertisement information transmitted by the
member.
[0022] Fig. 6 is a drawing illustrating an example of
advertisement information transmitted by the member A.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the URL of the contents of the
advertisement information "prior Ad A" in which the hash
code "a5XOan7b", which has been generated as de-
scribed above, is given to an end thereof is described in
the advertisement information "prior Ad A" which the
member A transmits using SNS or e-mail, for example.
[0023] The information which the member A transmits
using SNS or a mailing list of e-mail is generally browsed
by a plurality of friends or acquaintances of the member
A. Thus, when the member A transmits the advertisement
information using SNS, for example, a great advertising
effect can be expected as a high-quality advertisement
compared to a case of simply attaching the banner ad-
vertisement on the webpage.
[0024] Assumed next is that the member B which
browses and takes an interest in the advertisement in-
formation transmitted by the member A accesses the
contents of the advertisement information using the URL
with the hash code described in the advertisement infor-
mation (Step S3). At this time, the access management
server 20 specifies the member A who is the source and
the advertisement information "prior Ad A", which has
been transmitted, from the hash code assigned to the
end of the URL which the member B has used for access
(Step S4). Specifically, the access management server
20 performs the reverse conversion of the arithmetic
processing described above on the hash code
"a5XOan7b" and specifies "P0001" which is the member
ID of the member A who is the source and "A0001" which
is the advertisement ID of the advertisement information
"prior Ad A" which is to be transmitted, thereby specifying
the member A who is the source and the advertisement
information "prior Ad A" which has been transmitted.
[0025] The access management server 20 associates
the member ID of the member B who has the access and
the member ID of the member A who is the source spec-
ified as described above with an access time and regis-
ters them in the access management database 21. Fig.
7 is a drawing illustrating an example of the access man-
agement database 21. The member ID "P0002" of the
member B who has the access and the member ID
"P0001" of the member A who is the source are associ-
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ated with "A0001" which is the advertisement ID of the
advertisement information and the access time, and are
registered.
[0026] Subsequently, the point management server 40
gives a prescribed point to the member A who is the
source and the member B which has the access (Step
S5). The given point is calculated based on the point
registered in the advertisement management database
12 (Fig. 5), and may be different between the member A
who is the source and the member B who has the access.
[0027] Next, there may be a case where the member
B satisfied with the contents of the advertisement infor-
mation hopes to further transmit the advertisement infor-
mation to his/her acquaintances. That is to say, the mem-
ber B diffuses the advertisement information transmitted
from the member A via the internet 1 (Step S6). The mem-
ber B also transmits the advertisement information "prior
Ad A" using SNS or e-mail, for example.
[0028] Also when the member B transmits the adver-
tisement information "prior Ad A", the advertisement pub-
lication server 30 generates a hash code (Step S7). At
this time, the advertisement publication server 30 per-
forms the predetermined arithmetic processing on a com-
bination of "P0002" which is the member ID of the mem-
ber B who is a new source of the advertisement informa-
tion and "A0001" which is the advertisement ID of the
advertisement information "prior Ad A" which is to be
transmitted, thereby generating a hash code "zb8Th6ds".
Subsequently, in the manner similar to the processing
described above, the advertisement publication server
30 gives the generated hash code to the content URL of
the advertisement information which is to be transmitted.
Then, the advertisement publication server 30 describes
the URL of the contents of the advertisement information
to which the hash code is given in the advertisement in-
formation transmitted by the member B.
[0029] When the advertisement publication server 30
generates the hash code, the access management serv-
er 20 registers the generated hash code in the hash code
history database 22. Fig. 8 is a drawing illustrating an
example of the hash code history database 22. When
the member B transmits the advertisement information
"prior Ad A", the advertisement publication server 30 gen-
erates the hash code "zb8Th6ds" from the member ID
"P0002" of the member B and the advertisement ID
"A0001" of the advertisement information "prior Ad A".
The access management server 20 registers the hash
code "zb8Th6ds" generated from the member ID "P0002"
and the advertisement ID "A0001" in the hash code his-
tory database 22 (refer to a third line of the hash code
history database 22 in Fig. 8).
[0030] Together with the processing described above,
as illustrated in Fig. 8, the access management server
20 associates the hash code preceding the newly gen-
erated hash code, that is to say, the hash code
"a5XOan7b" generated from the member ID "P0001" of
the member A who has transmitted the advertisement
information to the member B who is the new source and

the advertisement ID "A0001" of the advertisement infor-
mation "prior Ad A" with the newly generated hash code
"zb8Th6ds", and registers it in the hash code history da-
tabase 22 (Step S8).
[0031] Since the access management server 20 reg-
isters the generated hash code in the hash code history
database 22 every time the advertisement publication
server 30 generates the hash code, also when the mem-
ber A transmits the advertisement information and the
advertisement publication server 30 generates the hash
code "a5XOan7b" in Step S2, the access management
server 20 registers the hash code in the hash code history
database 22 (refer to a first line of the hash code history
database 22 in Fig. 8). However, the member A is the
original source of the transmission of the advertisement
information "prior Ad A", and there is no hash code which
is generated before the member A transmits the adver-
tisement information, thus there is no original hash code
registered in the hash code history database 22 in asso-
ciation with the hash code "a5XOan7b".
[0032] Assumed next is that the member C which
browses and takes an interest in the advertisement in-
formation transmitted by the member B accesses the
contents of the advertisement information using the URL
with the hash code described in the advertisement infor-
mation (Step S9). At this time, the access management
server 20 specifies the member B who is the source and
the advertisement information "prior Ad A", which has
been to be transmitted, from the hash code assigned to
the end of the URL which the member C has used for
access (Step S10). Specifically, the access management
server 20 performs the reverse conversion of the arith-
metic processing described above on the hash code
"zb8Th6ds" and specifies "P0002" which is the member
ID of the member B who is the source and "A0001" which
is the advertisement ID of the advertisement information
"prior Ad A" which is to be transmitted, thereby specifying
the member B who is the source and the advertisement
information "prior Ad A" which has been transmitted.
[0033] Furthermore, the access management server
20 specifies the member A which is the previous source
from the original hash code associated with the hash
code, which is assigned to the end of the URL which the
member C has used for access, in the hash code history
database 22 (Step S11). Specifically, the access man-
agement server 20 obtains the original hash code
"a5XOan7b" associated with the hash code "zb8Th6ds"
from the hash code history database 22, performs the
reverse conversion of the arithmetic processing de-
scribed above on the hash code "a5XOan7b", and spec-
ifies "P0001" which is the member ID of the member A
who is the source and "A0001" which is the advertisement
ID of the advertisement information "prior Ad A" which is
to be transmitted, thereby specifying the member A who
is the previous source.
[0034] The access management server 20 associates
a member ID "P0003" of the member C who has the ac-
cess and the member ID "P0002" of the member B who
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is the source specified as described above with an access
time and registers them in the access management da-
tabase 21 (refer to a third line of the access management
database 21 in Fig. 7). Subsequently, the point manage-
ment server 40 gives a prescribed point to member C
who has the access, the member B who is the source,
and the member A who is the previous source (Step S12).
[0035] Afterward, when the member C further diffuses
the advertisement information via the internet 1, the
processing similar to that from Step S6 to Step S12 is
executed repeatedly. At this time, the previous hash code
is associated with the newly generated hash code, and
then, the newly generated hash code and the previous
hash code are registered in the hash code history data-
base 22. Then, when the other member accesses the
contents of the advertisement information transmitted by
the member C, the member ID of the member C is spec-
ified from the hash code assigned to the end of the URL
which the other member has used for access and then,
the member ID of the member B, who is the previous
source, from the original hash code associated with the
hash code in the hash code history database 22, and
furthermore, the member ID of the member A, who is the
original source, from the original hash code associated
with the original hash code in the hash code history da-
tabase 22. That is to say, when the member accesses
the contents of the advertisement information, not only
the hash code which the member has used for access
but also the previous hash code are sequentially decom-
pressed by the reverse conversion with reference to the
hash code history database 22, thus the history of trans-
mitting the advertisement information on the internet 1
can be traced and grasped. The history may be traced
until there is no more previous hash code (for example,
there is no more previous hash code once the hash code
"a5XOan7b" is obtained) or until a total number of the
transmissions reaches a preset predetermined number
of the transmissions, Then, the point management server
40 gives the predetermined point to all of the members
grasped in tracing the history. The member can send a
request of exchanging the accumulated point for prede-
termined goods to the point management server 40.
[0036] In the present embodiment, when one member
takes an interest in and diffuses advertisement informa-
tion transmitted from the other member, a converted pre-
vious hash code b which includes an ID of the other mem-
ber is associated with a converted hash code a which
includes an ID of the one member, and then, the hash
code a and the previous hash code b are registered in
the hash code history database 22. When the still other
member browses advertisement information transmitted
from the one member and accesses contents of the ad-
vertisement information, the one member who is a source
is specified from the hash code a, and the other member
who is a previous source is specified from the hash code
b associated with the hash code a in the hash code history
database 22. The history of transmitting the information
on the network can be traced and grasped by repeating

the processing described above. Accordingly, the point
can be given to the plurality of persons which have me-
diated the transmission of the advertisement information,
for example.
[0037] When each member accesses the contents of
the advertisement information, each member posts a
comment (accompanying information) on the contents of
the advertisement information in some cases. Such a
comment is typically displayed in an order from the latest
posting, however, it is also applicable to display the com-
ment of the person, who has mediated the transmission
of the advertisement information to the member who has
the access, high in the posted comments based on the
information transmission history grasped by the method
described above. In the example described above, when
the member C accesses the contents of the advertise-
ment information, the comments on the contents posted
by the member A and the member B may be displayed
in priority to the other comments. According to the above
configuration, the member who accesses the contents
of the advertisement information can preferentially read
the comment of the acquaintance whom the member di-
rectly or indirectly knows.
[0038] The embodiments of the present invention has
been described above, however, various modifications
can be made to the present invention without departing
from the spirit of the invention other than the embodi-
ments described above. For example, in the embodi-
ments described above, the previous original hash code
is associated with the hash code generated in the hash
code history database 22. Since identicalness of the ad-
vertisement information is maintained, the member ID of
the member who is the previous source may be directly
associated with the generated hash code. Specifically,
the member ID "P0001" of the member A who is the pre-
vious source may be directly associated with the hash
code "zb8Th6ds" generated in the third line of the hash
code history database 22 in Fig. 8, for example. Also in
such a manner, the history of transmitting the information
on the network can be traced and grasped.
[0039] In the embodiment described above, the four
servers (the member and advertisement management
server 10, the access management server 20, the adver-
tisement publication server 30, and the point manage-
ment server 40) are provided as the whole system, how-
ever, the configuration is not limited thereto, but some of
these servers may be achieved by one computer system.
[0040] In the embodiments described above, the ad-
vertisement information is the subject to be transmitted,
however, the configuration is not limited thereto, but the
information other than the advertisement may also be
transmitted.

Explanation of Reference Signs

[0041]

1 internet
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10 member and advertisement management server
20 access management server
30 advertisement publication server
40 point management server
11 member information management database
12 advertisement management database
21 access management database
22 hash code history database

Claims

1. A history management method of managing a history
of diffusing information on a network, comprising:

a first hash code generation step of making a
hash code generation server generate a first
hash code from an identification code of a first
member and an identification code of predeter-
mined information when the first member trans-
mits the predetermined information via a net-
work, and give the first hash code to an address
of the predetermined information on the network
to describe the address and the first hash code
in the predetermined information;
a first access management step of making an
access management server, when a second
member accesses the predetermined informa-
tion in response to the transmission from the first
member, specify the identification code of the
first member and the identification code of the
predetermined information from the first hash
code;
a second hash code generation step of making
the hash code generation server generate a sec-
ond hash code from an identification code of the
second member and the identification code of
the predetermined information when the second
member further transmits the predetermined in-
formation received from the first member via the
network, give the second hash code to the ad-
dress of the predetermined information on the
network to describe the address and the second
hash code in the predetermined information,
and associate the first hash code with the sec-
ond hash code to register the first hash code
and the second hash code in a hash code history
database; and
a second access management step of making
the access management server, when a third
member accesses the predetermined informa-
tion in response to the transmission from the
second member, specify the identification code
of the second member and the identification
code of the predetermined information from the
second hash code, obtain the first hash code
associated with the second hash code from the
hash code history database, and specify the

identification code of the first member from the
first hash code.

2. The history management method according to claim
1, wherein
in the first access management step, a point is given
to the second member who has accessed the pre-
determined information and the first member speci-
fied from the first hash code, and in the second ac-
cess management step, a point is given to the third
member who has accessed the predetermined infor-
mation, the second member specified from the sec-
ond hash code, and the first member specified from
the first hash code.

3. The history management method according to claim
1 or claim 2, wherein
when the third member accesses the predetermined
information, accompanying information transmitted
by the first member and the second member in ac-
companying information transmitted in association
with the predetermined information is displayed in
priority to another accompanying information.
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